Background {#Sec1}
==========

Low-dimensional materials, including quantum dots (QDs), nanowires (NWs), and two-dimensional layered materials, are promising for photovoltaic applications due to their unique properties \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\]. In comparison with their planar counterparts, III--V nanowire (NW) arrays have excellent optical properties such as anti-reflection and light trapping, showing great potential in high-performance solar cells \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\]. Moreover, the ultrasmall footprint area of NWs sufficiently reduces the material consumption and increases the tolerance of lattice mismatch, enabling the realization of low-cost solar cells with less material and cheaper substrate \[[@CR9]--[@CR13]\]. The pin junction is the key part of a NW solar cell, which absorbs light and converts photons into electron-hole pairs. According to the pin junction geometry, NW array solar cells can be divided into axial and radial (or core-shell) pin solar cells, both of which have been widely investigated. However, up to date, the best efficiencies for axial and radial III--V NW array solar cells are 15.3% and 7.43%, respectively, still much lower than their planar counterparts \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\].

So far, many efforts have been made to improve the performance of NW array solar cells, mainly including the optimization of the diameter/period (*D*/*P*) ratio, diameter, and length, to obtain a better optical absorption of the whole NW arrays \[[@CR16]--[@CR20]\]. However, the absorption enhancement of the whole NW arrays does not necessarily lead to an increase of the ultimate conversion efficiency. As for practical NW pin arrays, the photocarriers generated in the p (or n) region quickly recombine due to lack of built-in electric field. Hence, to some extent, the absorption in the depletion region, or the effective optical absorption, directly determines the ultimate efficiency. However, for typical cylinder NW arrays, most of the light is absorbed by the upper part of NWs \[[@CR16]\], while the absorption of the depletion region, which usually locates at the middle, is not sufficient. Particularly, for axial pin NW arrays, the incident light should pass through the p(n) region before absorbed by the depletion region, leading to great loss of light.

One possible way to enhance the effective optical absorption of NW arrays is to modulate the geometry of NW. For example, axial pin-inclined NW array solar cell has been reported to enhance the absorption of the depletion region by reducing the absorption of the top p (or n) region \[[@CR21]\]. However, in practice, the *D*/*P* ratio should be much lower than the vertical NW arrays to avoid crossover of adjacent NWs, which limits the conversion efficiency. Tapered NWs, or nanocones, are expected to enhance the effective optical absorption as the incident light can be directly absorbed by the depletion region without passing through the top region. Up to date, nanocones with different slope angles and aspect ratios have been fabricated by Au-catalyzed vapor-liquid-solid and self-assembled catalyst-free methods \[[@CR22]--[@CR25]\], and the optical absorption properties have also been simulated \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\]. In practical solar cells, the influence of doping on the transport and optical properties cannot be ignored, and the radiative, Auger and Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination also plays an important role in the photoelectric conversion. However, to our knowledge, the photovoltaic performance of nanocone p(i)n solar cells considering the abovementioned factors has not been studied in detail yet.

In this paper, a coupled three-dimensional (3D) optoelectronic simulation is presented to investigate the photovoltaic performance of axial and radial pin junction GaAs nanocone solar cells. The optical absorption properties were investigated by using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD). The photogeneration profiles were then incorporated into the electrical simulations to perform the calculation of the current density versus voltage (J-V) characteristics using finite element method (FEM). The doping-dependent mobility, bandgap narrowing, and radiative, Auger and SRH recombination were all taken into consideration in the electrical simulations. The highest efficiencies for axial and radial pin junction nanocone solar cells are 20.1% and 17.4%, respectively, much higher than their cylinder NW counterparts. The mechanism of the efficiency enhancement is discussed.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

The axial pin GaAs nanocone array model is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, which consists of periodic axial pin GaAs nanocones with diameter *D* = 180 nm, period *P* = 360 nm, and length *L* = 2 μm. Both the p- and n-regions have a length of 200 nm and are uniformly doped to 3 × 10^18^ cm^−3^ and 1 × 10^17^ cm^−3^, respectively. The GaAs substrate is n-doped with a carrier concentration of 1 × 10^17^ cm^−3^. The nanocone diameter is defined as the average of the top and bottom diameters. The slope angle (*θ*) is the angle between the sidewall and the normal direction of the bottom surface (substrate). In the simulation, the slope angle is changed from 0 to 5° by varying the bottom and top diameters while maintaining the average diameter constant.Fig. 1The schematic diagram of the axial pin junction GaAs nanocone arrays

Optical properties of the structure are investigated through Sentaurus Electromagnetic Wave (EMW) Solver module package \[[@CR28]--[@CR30]\]. The minimum cell size of the FDTD mesh is set to 5 nm, and the number of nodes per wavelength is 20 in all directions. By placing periodic boundary conditions, the simulations can be carried out in a single unit cell to model the periodic array structure. In order to save the resources and time required for the calculation, the thickness of the GaAs substrate is limited to 0.4 μm \[[@CR21]\]. However, by using a perfect match layer (PML) adjacent to the GaAs substrate, the transmission light is totally absorbed, which enables us to model a semi-infinite GaAs substrate \[[@CR31]\]. The wavelength-dependent complex refractive index used to describe the material dispersion properties of GaAs can be obtained from the study of Levinshtein et al. \[[@CR32]\]. The incident light from the top is set in parallel to the NW axis as indicated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We use a plane wave defined with power intensity and wavelength values from a discretized AM 1.5G solar spectrum with a wavelength ranging from 290 to 900 nm (typical absorption region of GaAs) to model the sunlight \[[@CR33]\]. The total optical generation under AM 1.5G illumination can be modeled by superimposing the power-weighted single-wavelength optical generation rates \[[@CR20]\]. The optical generation rate *G*~*ph*~ is obtained from the Poynting vector S:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the electrical modeling, the 3D optical generation profiles are incorporated into the finite-element mesh of the NWs in the electrical tool, which solves the carrier continuity equations coupled with Poisson's equation self-consistently in 3D. The doping-dependent mobility, bandgap narrowing, and radiative, Auger and SRH recombination are taken into consideration in the device electrical simulations. The critical material parameters for device simulations are mostly obtained from Levinshtein's model \[[@CR32]\], which is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Key material parametersParametersElectron (hole)Minimum mobility2.136 × 10^3^ (21.48) cm^2^/VsSRH lifetime1 nsEffective density of states4.42 × 10^17^(8.47 × 10^17^)/cm^3^Auger coefficient1.9 × 10^−31^(1.2 × 10^−31^) (cm^6^/s)
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Axial Pin Junction GaAs Nanocone Array Solar Cells {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------

Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the wavelength-dependent absorptance, reflectance, and transmittance of the axial GaAs nanocone arrays with different slope angles. Compared with the cylinder NW arrays (*θ* = 0°), nanocone arrays show lower reflectance over the whole wavelength range, and the phenomenon becomes more obvious with the increase of slope angle. The anti-reflection ability of the NW arrays can be attributed to the low filling ratio, which reduces the effective refractive index and offers a good impedance match between GaAs and air \[[@CR7]\]. For the nanocone arrays with a large slope angle, the filling ratio at the top of the arrays is extremely low, leading to nearly perfect impedance match with air and almost zero reflection. In the short wavelength range of 300--700 nm, the absorptance increases with the increase of slope angle due to the suppressed reflection. However, the absorptance of long wavelength light near GaAs bandgap decreases at large slope due to the very thin nanocone top which is not able to support optical modes. Figure [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the AM 1.5G weighted integral of the absorptance, reflectance, and transmittance spectra for different slope angles. At small angles, the absorptance increases with increasing slope angle due to the decreased reflectance. When the slope angle exceeds 3°, the absorptance slightly decreases. This is probably attributed to the reduced absorption path as the very thin nanocone top is not able to support long wavelength modes. Nevertheless, the total absorption of nanocones at different slope angles (1\~5°) has very little difference (in the range of 92\~ 93.5%), suggesting that the slope angle has little influence on the total absorption of nanocones. Alternatively, the slope angle is believed to have a strong impact on the absorption in the intrinsic region, which dominates the photoelectric conversion efficiency. This will be discussed in detail in the following part.Fig. 2**a** Absorptance, **b** reflectance, and **c** transmittance of the axial pin junction GaAs nanocone arrays with *D*/*P* = 0.5 and *D* = 0.18 μm. **d** The AM1.5G-weighted integral of the absorptance, reflectance, and transmittance of the axial nanocone arrays with different slope angles

The total optical generation profiles of the axial GaAs nanocone arrays under AM 1.5G illumination are shown in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that at *θ* = 0°, most of the absorbed photons concentrate at the top of cylinder NWs. Due to the high doping concentration and lack of built-in electric field for the separation of electron-hole pairs \[[@CR34]--[@CR37]\], the recombination of photocarriers in the top p-region is very high, resulting in large loss of incident light. For nanocone arrays, the photon absorption position shifts downward with the increase of slope angle, leading to an absorption enhancement in the i-region. As has been reported, the light absorption of NWs is dominated by the resonant modes, which are closely related to the NW diameter \[[@CR37]\]. Due to the unique geometry of nanocones, few long wavelength modes can be supported in the top region with a small diameter. This is supported by Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}--[g](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which present the wavelength-dependent optical generation profiles of nanocones with a slope angle of 0\~ 5°. It can be seen that in cylinder NWs, most of the absorption concentrates at the top region for all wavelengths. However, as the slope angle increases, the optical modes, particularly the longer wavelength modes, shift downward to a thicker region. Hence, the increase of slope angle not only leads to an absorption enhancement in the middle i-region but also results in an absorption reduction in the top region. This can explain why the nanocone array with a mediate slope angle of 3° has the high total absorption as shown in Fig. [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, as the absorption in both the top p-region and middle intrinsic regions is relatively strong at that angle. It is believed that the downward shift of the absorption plays a critical role in the performance improvement of the device as it not only suppresses the absorption loss in the top p-region but also enhances the absorption in the middle i-region.Fig. 3**a** The total optical generation profiles of the axial pin nanocones. **b**--**g** Wavelength-dependent optical generation profiles of nanocone arrays at *θ* = 0\~ 5°

The absorption spectra of the i-region are plotted in Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. At short wavelength region, as the diameter of the p-region shrinks with increasing slope angle, both the p-region volume and the light power that can be confined in the nanocone decrease, leading to insufficient absorption in the p-region and high absorptance in the i-region. At long wavelength region, the absorption region extends into the bottom n-region in nanocones at large slop angle, resulting in decreased absorptance in the i-region. Figure [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the integral of the absorption spectra in i-region. The absorptance of each wavelength is weighted by the AM 1.5G spectrum. It can be seen that the absorption in i-region dramatically increases with increasing the slope angle, indicating an enhanced effective absorption which is expected to improve the conversion efficiency.Fig. 4**a** Wavelength-dependent absorption spectra of the i-region. **b** The AM1.5G-weighted integral of the absorption spectra of i-region in **a**

The photogeneration profiles are then incorporated into the electrical tool \[[@CR35]\] to study the photovoltaic performance of the axial pin junction nanocone array solar cell. Figure [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the current-voltage characteristics at different slope angles. Compared with the cylinder NW arrays, much higher short-circuit current density (*J*~sc~) is obtained in nanocone array solar cells. At *θ* = 5°, the device yields a *J*~sc~ of 30.1 mA/cm^2^ (7.3 mA/cm^2^ higher than the cylinder one) and *V*~oc~ of 0.885 V, resulting in a high photoelectric conversion efficiency (*η*) of 20.1% (4.8% higher than the cylinder one). Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b plots the dependence of conversion efficiency on the slope angle. As the slope angle increases from 0 to 5°, the conversion efficiency monotonically increases from 15.3 to 20.1%. As mentioned earlier, the absorption of the whole nanocone arrays saturates at *θ* = 2°, suggesting that the efficiency enhancement at large slope angle is not caused by the absorption enhancement of the whole nanocone arrays. Instead, the trend of the conversion efficiency is highly in accordance with the absorption in i-region shown in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, demonstrating that the conversion efficiency is dominated by the effective optical absorption in i-region.Fig. 5**a** Current-voltage curves of axial p(i)n junction nanocone array solar cells with different slope angles. **b** Photoelectric conversion efficiency of axial p(i)n junction nanocone array solar cells with different slope angles

Radial Pin Junction GaAs Nanocone Array Solar Cells {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------

The radial pin junction GaAs nanocone array model is shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, which consists of periodic radial pin GaAs nanocones with diameter *D* = 360 nm, period *P* = 720 nm, and length *L* = 2 μm. The thickness of the i-region is 10 nm, and the radius of the core equals the shell thickness. The doping concentrations of the n-type core and p-type shell are set to be the same with that of the axial nanocones. The slope angle is changed from 0 to 10° by varying the bottom and top diameter while maintaining the average diameter constant.Fig. 6The schematic diagram of the radial pin junction GaAs nanocone arrays

The wavelength-dependent absorptance, reflectance, and transmittance of radial GaAs nanocone arrays with different slope angles are shown in Fig. [7a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}--[c](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Similar to axial structures, radial nanocons show lower reflectance over the whole wavelength range compared to the radial cylinder NWs (*θ* = 0°), and this phenomenon becomes more obvious with the increase of slope angle. In Fig. [7a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that in the short wavelength range of 300--700 nm, the absorptance increases with the increase of slope angle due to the suppression of reflectance. While at large slope angles, the nanocone top is too thin to support long wavelength modes, resulting in a decrease of the absorptance. Figure [7d](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the AM 1.5G-weighted integral of the absorptance, reflectance, and transmittance spectra for different slope angles. It can be seen that as the slope angle increases, the absorption exhibits an overall upward trend with slight fluctuations, suggesting excellent absorption properties for nanocone structures.Fig. 7**a** Absorptance, **b** reflectance, and **c** transmittance of the radial pin junction GaAs nanocone array with *D*/*P* = 0.5 and *D* = 0.36 μm. **d** The AM1.5G-weighted integral of the absorptance, reflectance, and transmittance of the radial nanocone array with different slope angles

Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the total optical generation profiles of the radial GaAs nanocone arrays under AM 1.5G illumination. Similar with that in axial arrays, most of the photons concentrate at the top of cylinder NWs. As the slope angle gradually increases, the absorption shifts downward. As the i-region tube in the radial junction penetrates the whole NW, the downward shift of absorption cannot directly leads to an absorption enhancement as that in the axial pin junction. However, together with the downward shift of absorption, the absorption length also extends, resulting in an enhanced overlap between the light absorption and i-region. Hence, the effective absorption is also believed to be enhanced.Fig. 8The optical generation profiles of the radial pin nanocone arrays with different slope angles

The current-voltage characteristics of the radial nanocone solar cells are shown in Fig. [9a](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. Compared with the cylinder NW array solar cell, much higher *J*~sc~ is achieved in nanocone array solar cells. At *θ* ≥ 6°, all the *J*~sc~ exceed 25 mA/cm^2^, by contrast, the *J*~sc~ is 17.4 mA/cm^2^ at *θ* = 0°. Figure [9(b)](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the dependence of conversion efficiency on the slope angle. At small slope angles, the efficiency monotonically increases with the slope angle and reaches a maximum value of 17.4% at *θ* = 6°, 6.4% higher than the cylinder counterpart. When the angle further increases, the efficiency saturates and even slightly decreases. This is probably attributed to the competition between the absorption of the top and middle i-regions. At a large slope angle, the nanocone top is too thin to support long wavelength modes. Although the absorption of the middle i-region part increases due to the downward shift of absorption, the absorption in the top i-region part decreases, offsetting the absorption increment in the middle i-region.Fig. 9**a** Current-voltage curves of radial pin junction nanocone array solar cells with different slope angles. **b** Dependence of the conversion efficiency on the slope angle

Conclusions {#Sec6}
===========

In summary, we have studied the photovoltaic performance of axial and radial pin junction GaAs nanocone array solar cells by a coupled 3D optoelectronic simulation. The results show that the absorption in the nanocone array shifts downward due to the shrinking top diameter, which dramatically suppresses the absorption loss in the high-doped top region and enhances the absorption in the depletion region. The highest conversion efficiencies for axial and radial GaAs nanocone solar cells are 20.1% and 17.4%, obtained at a slope angle of 5° and 6°, respectively, both of which are much higher than their cylinder NW counterparts. The nanocone structures are promising candidates for high-efficiency solar cells.
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